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Foreword

Queering Representation: LGBTQ People and Electoral Politics in Canada is
a groundbreaking compendium. So very little is known about LGBTQ2S people’s
involvement in Canadian electoral politics, and so few scholarly works are
concerned with our participation.
Of course, one could argue that political representation is a necessity for any
minority, including LGBTQ2S people, and that although comparisons can be
made with women’s involvement or that of racialized minorities, the differences
are worth exploring. To that end, Queering Representation has assembled a
wealth of analytic data, as well as some memorable profiles of LGBTQ2S groundbreakers such as Kathleen Wynne, Kristyn Wong-Tam, and Svend Robinson.
In these pages, the major political parties are critically examined for their
contribution or lack of contribution to LGBTQ2S representation, as are their
nomination processes and electoral and policy successes. Some chapters confirm long-held assumptions about the involvement of LGBTQ people in
politics – that we tend toward the progressive left and away from the conservative right, and that we’re less religious than many other Canadians. However,
some chapters show that what might intuitively seem valid can be challenged.
The jury appears to be out on whether a proportional representation system
automatically results in more diversity where we’re concerned. And the number
of out LGBTQ Tories is increasing. It’s possible to be both Conservative and
queer. The intersection of partisanship and identity is fascinating.
Historically, all political parties have displayed homo-, bi-, and transphobia,
and though some have a better track record than others, none can claim immunity. I remember my own father, not knowing at the time that I identified as
queer/bisexual, telling me that Pierre Trudeau’s cabinet was “full of homosexuals.” He was a passionate NDP-er and unionist, and his words were not intended
as a compliment.
This book also traces certain policy changes, such as defining trans rights as
human rights (in Ontario in 2012 and federally in 2015) and the legalization of
same-sex marriage. We’re still waiting for the federal government to act on other
issues. In 2015, Ontario banned conversion therapy for minors, but a number
of provinces have yet to follow suit. The same is true for Ottawa. Parental rights
depend on where you live. British Columbia shines here, followed by Ontario,
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but lesbian and trans parents in other provinces may be obliged to adopt their
own children. Clearly, there’s still a great deal of work to be done. Queering
Representation points to that fact and to the ongoing struggle with representation of the queer community. One example, ProudPolitics, attempts, as Equal
Voice does for women, to assist LGBTQ people to run and to win. ProudPolitics
challenges aren’t minimized. For LGBTQ people, it’s still difficult to get nominated and then win, anywhere.
Success in representation is also debated in these pages. Does success have
to do with being out, proud, and ardent in championing LGBTQ policy change?
Or is it enough simply to have LGBTQ candidates win their seats? In terms of
getting elected, does heteronormativity help, even for LGBTQ persons?
Like all explorations, this volume raises as many questions as it answers,
which is one of its strengths. How do we represent being LGBTQ politically?
What about the intersectional issues, being black, two-spirited, intersex? Should
we aim simply to increase the numbers elected and even their degree of
(out)spokenness, or should we set our sights on something higher, perhaps
something more revolutionary – a non-binary and fluid political presence?
Finally, this is an important book and a pioneering one. Read this and keep
on queerying.
Reverend Dr. Cheri DiNovo
(The only woman to sign “We Demand” in 1971, Cheri DiNovo performed the
first legalized same-sex marriage in Canada. During her eleven years as a member of the Ontario Legislative Assembly, she managed to have more LGBTQ
legislation passed than anyone in Canadian history. This included Toby’s Law,
which added trans rights to the Ontario Human Rights Code, a first in a major
North American jurisdiction; banning conversion therapy for Ontario minors;
achieving parental equality for lesbian and trans parents, who are no longer
required to adopt their own children; and establishing the Trans Day of
Remembrance, on November 20, during which members of the legislature stand
and observe a minute of silence.)
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